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Full page ad 5-1-16 US Sugar, Stuart News.

It’s easier to communicate your message when you have billions of dollars, but it is not a limiting
factor if you don’t…

Today, I will share a “Dra蜡졶 Report” from Dr Gary Goforth. This report is a response he has created
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specifically to U.S. Sugar Corporation’s May 1st full- page ad in the Stuart News entitled: “The Water
That Ends Up In Our Local Waterways.”

This is one of multiple full-page ads U.S. Sugar Corporation has run in the local Martin County paper
over that past months trying to “educate” our citizenry. Why are they spending so much money doing
this? Why all the propaganda? Because they know that though our advocacy for the St Lucie
River/Indian River Lagoon, we are changing the course of human events. For the first time, many
people and some important politicians and are looking at South Florida and saying “It needs to be re-
plumbed…..”

Dr Goforth (http://garygoforth.net) is no stranger to these water issues, nor to the controversy and
ability to manipulate the numbers complicated by the historic and supportive relationship between
those doing business in the Everglades Agricultural Area south of the lake and today’s South Florida
Water Management District. Thus the intertwined propaganda.

So here we go, each idea is presented on a separate slide. You can click the slide to enlarge if you need
to. Thank you Dr Goforth!
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Full page ad 5-1-16 US Sugar, Stuart News.

(http://www.ussugar.com)
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Good information but I assume that this going to be reduced to simple message
the broader public can understand and in a compelling media format. Do the pro
river forces engage an advertising advisor to develop public information delivery?

Sent from my iPhone
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Working on it
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Should this be copied to Tyler Treadway or Eve Samples?

W.E. “Ted” Guy, Jr.

643 SW Fuge Rd

Stuart, Fl 34997

(772) 287-4106 (home)

(772) 485-1866 (cell/car)

guywe2@gmail.com
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will do—Ed Killer tagged them both on Facebook
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